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Abstract—QEPAS is a rapidly developing photoacoustic spectroscopy technique for sensitive trace gas detection in a small sample volume. A QCL-based QEPAS sensor platform was designed and implemented. Four target chemical species were investigated with a QEPAS sensor platform: sulfur dioxide (SO₂), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrous/methane oxide (N₂O/CH₄). A novel dual filter structure was employed to remove optical noise induced by the QCL output beam shape in the case of a SO₂ measurement. The 1σ minimum detection limit of CO reached 2ppbv with 1 second time resolution. The N₂O and CH₄ were measured simultaneously with 16ppbv detection limit for N₂O and 60ppbv detection limit for CH₄, which proved the potential of the QEPAS sensor platform to detect multiple gas species simultaneously.

Index Terms—Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL), Quartz Enhanced Photo Acoustic Spectroscopy (QEPAS), cascade filter, micro-resonator (mR), wavelength modulation spectroscopy

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of trace gas detection techniques and the design of robust and compact gas sensors are of considerable interest in applications such as gas impurity measurement, environmental monitoring, industrial process control and medical diagnostics [1-7]. Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) is a widely used technology in trace gas detection applications, which has such merits as wide dynamic range, simplicity of use, high selectivity and sensitivity [8-12]. Photoacoustic spectroscopy is based on the photoacoustic effect which was first discovered by Alexander Graham Bell in 1880 [13]. When light is absorbed by a sample, the absorbed energy is transformed to heat energy by non-radiative processes, which results in an increase of the localized temperature and pressure in the sample. Therefore the absorption of modulated radiation in a sample results in the generation of an acoustic wave. The acoustic wave can be detected by using a sensitive microphone. The intensity of the acoustic signal generated by the photoacoustic effect is proportional to the incident light power, absorbing sample concentration and the absorption coefficient of the target gas species.

A common approach to detect photoacoustic signal in traditional PAS is to use a resonant acoustic cell with a sensitive microphone [14-16]. Such a PAS detection scheme can be affected by environmental and sample gas flow noise since a microphone is designed for a widely flat frequency response. In addition, the resonant acoustic cell cannot be made too small because of the resonance condition for an acoustic wave. Quartz enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) is a rapidly developing, sensitive, selective spectroscopic technique for laser-based trace gas detection with a fast response time [17, 18]. QEPAS combines the main characteristics of photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) with the additional benefits of using a quartz tuning fork (QTF), thus achieving additional advantages which include small volume, low cost, high detection sensitivity, and in particular, immunity to ambient acoustic noise.

With a QCL as the radiation source, most of the molecular footprint region can be reached. To date, the QEPAS sensor technique has been employed to detect, monitor and quantify several molecules with well resolved rotational-vibrational lines in the mid-infrared spectral region (e.g., CO₂, CH₄, C₂H₅, C₂H₆, NO, N₂O, CO, NH₃, C₂H₂, and CH₃O) [19-29].

A typical QEPAS sensor platform employs a focusing lens and a pinhole as the spatial filter. However, when the laser beam shape is not optimum, this basic spatial filter structure induces optical fringes due to spatial diffraction, which results in optical noises, thereby limits the sensor detection sensitivity. In this work, a dual filter structure has been implemented to minimize this problem. The second filter can effectively remove the fringes induced by the first filter.

The micro-resonator (mR) in an Acoustic Detection Module (ADM) plays a crucial role in QEPAS sensor technology and acts similarly to the acoustic resonator in conventional PAS. Both the dimensions and position of the mR influences the enhancement factor of the detection sensitivity. A detailed investigation of different mR configurations was performed and the optimum configuration is ~4.4 mm length, ~0.6 mm inner diameter (ID), and ~30 μm gap between tube facet and the QTF.
surface [30].

This report is organized as follow: Section 2 presents atheoretical analysis of traditional PAS and QEPAS. The design considerations and implementation details of the QEPAS sensor platform are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 provides details of three measurements: SO₂, CO, and N₂O/CH₄. Section 5 summarizes the paper and outlines plans for future work.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Photo Acoustic Spectroscopy (PAS)

PAS is an established method of experimental physics. A common approach to detecting an acoustic signal generated by the modulated radiation from a laser in an adsorbing gas utilizes an acoustic resonator filled with gas. The photoacoustic effect in gases can be divided into three main steps:

1. localized heat release in the sample gas due to relaxation of absorbed light energy through molecular collisions;
2. acoustic and thermal wave generation due to localized transient heating and expansion;
3. detection of the acoustic signal in the photoacoustic cell with a microphone.

The detailed process is illustrated in Fig 1 [31]. A linear wave equation can be derived for the sound pressure:

\[ \partial^2 p(r,t) - c^2 \nabla^2 p(r,t) = (\sigma - 1) \partial_t H(r,t) \]

(1)

where \( p \), \( c \), \( \sigma \), and \( H \) are the pressure, sound velocity, the adiabatic coefficient of the gas, and the heat density deposited in the gas by light absorption, respectively.

There are two independent solutions for the equation [32]: a weakly damped propagating acoustic wave, and a heavily damped thermal wave. Normally, thermal and acoustic waves are separated in space due to different scales of wavelengths. Therefore, they can be investigated independently.

PAS is based on the detection of the acoustic signal. From equation (1), we can see that the acoustic signal depends on the deposited heat power density. Nearly all photoacoustic trace gas measurements are carried out in an enclosure, called a “PA cell”. And the absorbed laser power is accumulated in the acoustic mode of the resonator for Q oscillation periods, where Q is the quality factor of the resonator. From classical oscillator theory, the effective integration time \( \tau \) can be expressed as:

\[ \tau = Q / (\pi f) \]

(2)

The acoustic signal is proportional to the effective integration time and can be described as:

\[ S = c \frac{\alpha PQ}{f} \]

(3)

where \( C \) is constant, \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient of the target species, \( P \) is the optical power, \( Q \) is the quality factor of the acoustic mode in the resonator, and \( f \) is the resonance frequency of the resonator. The Q factor is typically between 40 and 200, and \( f \) is in the range of 1000-4000 Hz. Achieving longer value of \( \tau \) in a gas-filled resonator is limited by intrinsic loss related to gas viscosity and other relaxation processes.

![Fig 1. Schematic of the physical processes occurring after optical excitation of molecules. Modulated or pulsed laser radiation leads to the population of rotational, vibrational, and electronic states. Collisional deactivation by \( R-T \), \( V-R, T \), and \( E-V \), R, T processes leads to localized transient heating. The resulting expansion launches standing or pulsed acoustic waves, which are detected with a microphone.](image)

B. Quartz Enhanced Photo Acoustic Spectroscopy (QEPAS)

QEPAS is a novel approach to photoacoustic detection of trace gases, utilizing a quartz tuning fork (QTF) as a sharply resonant acoustic transducer. In the QEPAS technique, the common PAS approach is inverted and the
absorbed energy is not accumulated in the gas but in a sensitive, selective QTF. A nearly optimum commercially available QTF is shown in Fig 2 [33]. Commercial QTF typically resonate at 32,768 Hz. A typical QTF has a Q factor of ~20000 or higher when it is encapsulated in vacuum and ~8000 at normal atmospheric pressure. Due to the high Q factor, and the quadruple characteristic of the QTF, QEPAS has high immunity to background acoustic noise:

1) The ambient acoustic noise density follows 1/f dependence and is low > 10 kHz.
2) The acoustic wavelength in air is ~1 cm at 32 kHz and is longer at lower frequencies. Therefore, the sound waves emanating from a distant source will apply a force in the same direction upon the two QTF prongs positioned at a ~1 mm distance, which will not cause differential signal to the QTF.
3) The high Q factor ensures the high selectivity of signals with desired frequency. The width of the QTF resonance at normal pressure is ~4 Hz which effectively exclude noises out of this range.

\[
\varepsilon(p) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \theta}}
\]

\[
\tan \theta = 2\pi f \tau(p)
\]

\[
\tau(p) = \frac{P_0\tau_0}{p}
\]

where \( \theta \) is the QEPAS signal phase, \( f \) is the modulation frequency, and \( P_0\tau_0 \) is the relaxation time constant.

There are three main noise sources: thermal noise associated with mechanical dissipation in the QTF, thermal noise of the feedback resistor, and optical noise. The QTF related thermal noise can be estimated with:

\[
\sqrt{\left\langle V^2_{N-R}\right\rangle} = R_g \sqrt{4k_B T R \Delta f}
\]

\[
R = \frac{1}{Q}\sqrt{\frac{L}{C}}
\]

and the thermal noise of the feedback resistor can be estimated from Eq (9):

\[
\sqrt{\left\langle V^2_{N-R}\right\rangle} = 4k_B T R_g \Delta f
\]

where \( \Delta f \) is the detection bandwidth, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is QTF temperature, \( R_g \) is the value of the feedback resistor in a transimpedance amplifier connected to the QTF electrodes, and \( R, L, \) and \( C \) are the electrical parameters of the QTF when it is represented by the equivalent serial resonant circuit. The largest noise component usually comes from the optical noise. When the laser beam is not properly aligned, the beam will hit the QTF directly. And since the laser beam is modulated with the certain frequency which happens to be in the frequency response range of QTF, this will induce interference of the QEPAS signal.

![Fig. 2 Photograph of a quartz tuning fork (QTF). QTFs of this geometry are used in most QEPAS studies carried out at Rice University.](image)

III. PLATFORM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The schematic configuration of the QEPAS sensor platform is depicted as Fig 3. The laser beam is guided and collimated into an acoustic detection module (ADM). In the ADM, acoustic signal is transformed to an electric signal by QTF. A 2f wavelength-modulation spectroscopy (WMS) technique is adopted in this sensor platform. In this section, we describe three main components of the sensor platform: laser source, spatial filter, and the ADM. These three components significantly influence the SNR and thus the performance of the sensor platform.
A. Mid-Infrared Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL)

In diode lasers, the reliance on the bandgap for light emission turns into a severely limiting factor at mid-infrared wavelengths, particularly in the molecular fingerprint region (3-20 μm) and beyond into the far-infrared. The QCL relies on a radically different process for light emission, which is independent of the bandgap. Instead of using opposite charge carriers in semiconductors (electrons and holes) at the bottom of their respective conduction and valence bands, QCLs use only one type of charge carrier (electrons) that undergo quantum jumps between energy levels $E_n$ and $E_{n+1}$ to create a laser photon of frequency $(E_n - E_{n+1})/h$. These energy levels do not exist naturally in the semiconductor materials of the active region but are artificially created by structuring the active region in ultra-thin layers known as quantum wells of nanometric thickness. Therefore, the QCL can operate in the mid-infrared and even in far-infrared regions with superior performance and functionality.

In this work, a HHL package thermoelectrically cooled (TEC) SO₂ distributed feedback (DFB) QCL from Alpes Lasers was employed as the spectroscopic source. The measured LIV curve and current tuning characteristics of the SO₂ QCL are illustrated in Fig 4.

The laser housing is mounted on an x-y-z mount. The mount is cooled by a water chiller. The TEC inside the laser housing can precisely control the operating temperature of the QCL. In order to set and monitor the temperature of the QCL, a temperature controller (TC) is connected to the QCL.

B. Spatial Filter

The QCL beam shape may not be perfectly Gaussian. In order to collimate the laser beam into the ADM more effectively, it is necessary to use a convergent lens and a pinhole to construct a spatial filter.

The pin hole should be placed at the focal point of the lens and with proper diameter so that the beam can be made exactly circular. Incorrect position or size causes QCL power loss and undesirable optical fringes.

In order to obtain a perfect circular beam it is necessary to sacrifice some QCL excitation power. The diameter of the pin hole is at the micron level. In mid-infrared region, the wavelength of the laser source is also at micron level. Therefore, diffraction effects occur when the beam passes through the pin hole. In this work, a novel dual filter structure is proposed to address this problem. Instead of the basic filter, a dual filter structure was employed to eliminate the optical fringes induced by the first spatial filter. The basic filter structure and the dual filter structure are shown in Fig 5.
Therefore, we can obtain the highest power density between the two prongs of QTF as well as avoid the QCL beam hitting the QTF.

**C. Acoustic Detection Module (ADM)**

A typical ADM for the QEPAS-based sensor platform incorporates a QTF, two micro resonator (mR) tubes, and an enclosure that allows operation at an optimized pressure determined for a given target trace gas mixture. The design and structure of an ADM is depicted in Fig 6 [37]. The enclosure consists of an inlet and outlet connection for gas tubes and two AR coated ZnSe windows (4-12 μm transmission range) attached to the front and back of the enclosure with a total volume of <5 cm³. The two optical windows of the enclosure are tilted so the laser beam will not reflect back and forth between the optical windows and the collimating lens. The QTF was located between the two mR tubes to detect the acoustic waves excited in the gas contained inside the mR. A charge deformation of the QTF prongs due to the piezoelectric effect produces a small current or voltage on electrodes deposited on the QTF surfaces. Subsequently, this QTF electric signal was detected using an ultra-low noise transimpedance preamplifier with a 10 MΩ feedback resistor $R_s$ located close to the ADM. Both the QTF and the mR were attached to a metallic mount using a low vapor pressure epoxy.

![Image](6.png)

*Fig 6. (a) Scheme of QTF and mR; (b) Sketch of QEPAS cell. QTF: Quartz Tuning Fork; MR: micro-resonator*  

The mR is important since it significantly enhances the QEPAS signal. In this design, the mR consists of two metallic tubes, and the QTF is positioned between the tubes. It is necessary to collimate the QCL beam along the two tubes and pass the gap between two prongs of QTF. The optimum condition is that the beam waist is located between the two QTF prongs, as shown in Fig 7.

![Image](7.png)

*Fig 7. QTF based spectrophotographs: (a) simplest configuration, (b) improved configuration with an acoustic resonator formed by two pieces of rigid tubing. The beam waist should be exactly between the two prongs of QTF. QTF: Quartz Tuning Fork*  

Any contact between the beam and the mR tubes will result in optical noise. Shorter mR tubes with larger inner diameter are advantageous in facilitating optical alignment of the laser beam with the mR and QTF. However, the enhancement factor for QEPAS decreases when the inner diameter is too large. In addition, the length of mR is also important. Analysis of the optimum mR tube size was performed based on standing wave theory: if we assume that the two parts of the mR (left and right tubes) can be considered as a single tube, neglecting the gap and QTF between them, then each tube should be cut to the $l \approx \lambda_S / 4$ length, where $\lambda_S$ is the sound wavelength; if we consider the two parts of mR to be independent tubes, then each tube should be $\lambda_S / 2$ length. Detailed studies [38] show that the optimum length is actually between $\lambda_S / 4$ and $\lambda_S / 2$ because of the interaction of two resonator tubes and acoustic coupling to the QTF. The gap size between the QTF and the mR tubes is another parameter which has a significant effect on the sensor performance. Fig 8 displays the SNR comparison for several mR tube configurations and different gaps [39]. The mR tubes with $l = 4.4$ mm, ID = 0.6 mm, and gap = 30 μm achieved the optimum SNR.
IV. PLATFORM DEMONSTRATION

In this section, we describe three demonstrations of the designed QCL-based QEPAS sensor platform: SO$_2$, CO, and N$_2$O/CH$_4$ measurements. In the SO$_2$ measurement, the dual filter structure was tested for the first time. The CO demonstration used the standard measurement process. The N$_2$O/CH$_4$ measurement demonstrates the potential of this platform to measure multiple gases simultaneously.

A. SO$_2$ Measurement

Sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$) is a major air pollutant and has significant impact on human health. Sulfur dioxide emission is a precursor to acid rain and atmospheric particulates. SO$_2$ plays an important role in combustion processes. Therefore the capability of detecting and quantifying SO$_2$ is significant.

In the SO$_2$ measurement, we also demonstrated the newly proposed dual filter structure. In order to show the potential for the newly proposed structure, we used a laser with limited performance in this demonstration. The HHL packaged Alpes SO$_2$ DFB QCL has a bat-like beam shape and low power. Fig 9 shows the initial beam shape, the beam shape after the spatial filter, and the beam shape after the dual spatial filter. The dual filter structure effectively removed the fringes around the main beam spot which reduced the optical noise dramatically.

B. CO Measurement

Carbon monoxide (CO) is recognized as a major air pollutant which plays an important role in atmospheric chemistry due to its impact on tropospheric ozone formation [40] and an indirect effect on global warming by reducing the abundance of hydroxyl radicals [41]. The current method used by the US Environmental Protection Agency for automated and continuous monitoring of ambient CO concentration levels is the nondispersive infrared (NDIR) technique with a typical 1 ppmv detection sensitivity limit, a ~30 sec response time and sample pretreatment [42].

The availability of a compact CO sensor with ppbv-level detection sensitivity and fast response will allow effective monitoring and quantification of CO urban and industrial emissions. With the compact QCL-based QEPAS sensor platform, we can realize sensitive, selective, and noise-immune detection at ppbv concentration levels.

Carbon monoxide detection in the mid-IR region was demonstrated with our designed QEPAS sensor platform in this work. A, widely tunable TEC QCL at a
wavelength of 4.6 μm [reference] was employed as the radiation source. The measured LIV curves and laser tuning characteristics are shown in Fig 11. Since CO has a slow vibrational-rotational (V-T) energy relaxation process, water vapor (2.6% H₂O) as the catalyst was added to enhance the QEPAS CO signal. A water chiller was connected to the laser housing in order to dissipate the heat produced by the TEC inside the HHL packaged QCL. The laser temperature and current were controlled by the Control Electronics Unit (CEU) and set to 15 °C and 795 mA, respectively. A LabView program was used to determine critical QTF parameters such as the resonance frequency f₀, Q-factor, and dynamic resistance R, before starting measurements. In order to perform 2f-WMS, the QCL frequency was scanned across the selected R(6) CO absorption line (shown in Fig 11(c)) by applying a slow saw-tooth ramp to the QCL. Furthermore, a sinusoidal signal at f₀/2 was superimposed on the saw-tooth ramp in order to modulate the scanning current. Both the scanning current and the modulation signal were generated by the CEU.

A Nafion humidifier and a hygrometer were connected to the ADM in order to add water vapor to the target gas mixture and monitor its water content, respectively. A needle valve was employed to set the gas flow to a constant rate of 100 scc/min. A pressure controller and an oil free diaphragm vacuum pump were placed after the ADM to control and maintain the CO sensor pressure. In this work, the sensor operated at a pressure of 760 Torr. The CO QEPAS spectra of the R(6) line acquired at 760 Torr for a dry and moisturized 5 ppmv CO:N₂ mixture as well as pure nitrogen (background noise) are shown in Fig. 12(a)(b). From spectral scans of different CO concentrations, we obtained a linear dependence between signal amplitude and CO concentration, as depicted in Fig 12(c). With this linear fit, the gas concentration can be derived from the QEPAS signal intensity. The detection limit can be estimated by expanding the linear fit line to the limit of noise level. A 1σ minimum detection limit of 2ppbv was obtained at atmospheric pressure with 1 second sampling time.

![Graph](image-url)

In order to yield the highest 2f QEPAS signal, the modulation depth must match the pressure-dependent absorption line width. The CO QEPAS signal dependence of current modulation depth at different pressures is depicted in Fig 13(a). The addition of 2.6% water results in a ~8 times signal enhancement, which confirmed that the presence of water can significantly improve the CO V-T relaxation rate. The effect of the water present in the CO mixture was investigated by varying its concentration from 0 to 2.6% by volume at a total gas pressure of 760 Torr.

![Graph](image-url)
The measured QEPAS signal as a function of the water concentration is depicted in Fig 13(b). The volume percent of the maximum amount of water vapor that can be added to the gas mixture is 2.6% due to the humidifier performance. However, based on the trend of the curve shown in Fig. 13(b), the QEPAS signal is expected to reach an optimum level for a much higher water vapor concentration than 2.6%. In fact, such a behavior can be beneficial for breath diagnostics since the water concentration in the exhaled breath is at a ~5% concentration level. In environmental monitoring, the addition of >2% water to the analyzed mixture is helpful to improve the CO detection sensitivity.

![Fig 13. (a) QEPAS signal of the peak CO R(6) absorptions as a function of wavelength modulation depth (current modulation amplitude) acquired at different pressures; (b) QEPAS signal obtained from a 5 ppmv CO-N2 mixture at 760 Torr as a function of water concentration.

In order to characterize long-term drifts and establish signal averaging limits, the results of the Allan deviation $\sqrt{\sigma_A}$ in terms of CO concentration are presented in Fig. 14. For this analysis, pure carrier gas nitrogen was introduced into the ADM. The Allan deviation at the beginning closely follows a $1/\sqrt{T}$ dependence, which indicates that white Johnson noise of the QTF remains the dominant source of noise for time sequences of 1 to 300 s. However, the Allan deviation experiences a sensitivity drift following the $1/\sqrt{T}$ dependence when averaging exceeds 600 s. Thus a stability period of 300–600 s and an optimal detection sensitivity of ~350 ppt can be realized.

![Fig 15. (a) HITRAN absorption spectra of 320 ppb N2O, 1.8 ppmv CH4, 10 ppbv C2H6, 400 ppmv CO2, 10 ppb H2O, and 2% water vapor for a 30 Torr gas pressure and a 1 m effective optical path length; (b) QEPAS spectral scans of moisturized 1.8 ppmv N2O and moisturized ambient air at 100 Torr pressure.

C. N2O/CH4 Measurements

The QCL-based QEPAS sensor platform is wavelength independent and is therefore applicable in spectroscopic measurements ranging from the near infrared to the mid infrared. This makes it possible for the QEPAS sensor platform to realize multiple gas species detection with widely tunable QCL as the radiation source. In this work, a 7.83 µm distributed feedback (DFB) QCL from AdTech Optics (HHL-12-25) was employed as the laser source for the QEPAS sensor platform. This QCL can be tuned across the wavenumber range between 1272.5 cm$^{-1}$ to 1276.5 cm$^{-1}$ with a output power of >100 mW. This QCL can access several strong and interference-free absorption lines of N2O and CH4, as shown in Fig 15(a). Therefore, it is possible to detect N2O and CH4 simultaneously with this laser source. The QEPAS spectral scans of a moisturized 1.8 ppmv N2O sample and a moisturized ambient air sample are depicted in Fig 15(b). The detection limit of N2O/CH4 can reach 16 ppbv for N2O and 60 ppbv for CH4, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a QCL-based QEPAS sensor platform was designed, assembled and its performance was evaluated. The characteristics of the QCL, spatial filter, and ADM were discussed. The configuration of the micro-resonator in the ADM significantly influences sensor performance which must be taken into account in its design. Measurements of SO2, CO, N2O/CH4 were performed to demonstrate the design of the QEPAS sensor platform. These measurements confirmed the potential of a QEPAS sensor platform for ppbv level trace gas detection as well as simultaneous detection of multiple gas species. The CO measurement can reach a 1σ detection limit of 2 ppbv with 1 second time resolution. The N2O/CH4 measurement can obtain 16 ppbv detection limit for N2O and 60 ppbv detection limit for CH4, respectively. A novel
dual filter structure was demonstrated in the SO2 measurement to minimize the optical noise due to a non-optimum QCL beam shape. The availability of an optimized HHIL-packaged 7.73 μm DFB QCL from Corning Inc. will allow us to perform detection of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) which is an important greenhouse gas in an urban/industrial environment. General methods of detecting H2O2 include infrared/Raman spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, electrochemical method, colorimetric and fluorimetric detection [43]. However, these methods require costly and bulky equipment requiring lengthy sample preparation, have limited selectivity and detection sensitivity. Since the QEPAS sensor platform is capable of compactness, high selectivity, high sensitivity, and fast response time, it is a very promising technique for H2O2 detection.
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